
Frosted Leaves
designed by Project House 360

featuring Botanical Blues by Whistler Studio
size: 76” x 92”
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FREE
PROJECT

please note: before making your project, check for any pattern updates at windhamfabrics.com’s free projects section. 

e: info@windhamfabrics.com 
p: 201-659-0444 • f: 201-659-9719

INTERMEDIATE
SKILL

this is a digital representation of the quilt top, fabric may vary.
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KEY FABRIC SKU YD CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS   WOF=WIDTH OF FABRIC

A 53762-5 celeste 13/4
(4) 37/8” x WOF. Subcut: (40) 37/8” squares
(4) 3” x WOF. Subcut: (80) 2” x 3” rectangles
(6) 35/8” x WOF. Subcut: (80) 25/8” x 35/8” rectangles

B 53672-6 blue 11/8 (4) 2” x WOF. Subcut: (80) 2” squares
(9) 21/2” x WOF for binding

C 53667-2 navy 11/8 (8) 37/8” x WOF. Subcut: (80) 37/8” squares

D 53668-3 multi 21/4 (4) 61/2” x WOF. Subcut: (20) 61/2” squares
(9) 41/2” x WOF.

E 53671-4 soft 
blue 3/4 (6) 25/8” x WOF. Subcut: (80) 25/8” squares

F 53667-1 ink 3/4 (4) 41/2” x WOF. Subcut: (30) 41/2” squares

G 53669-1 ink 25/8 (13) 21/2” x WOF. Subcut: (196) 21/2” squares
(34) 11/2” x WOF.

H 53669-5 celeste 11/2 (17) 21/2” x WOF.

53669-4 soft 
blue 53/4 Backing

Batting 84” x 100”

Project Disclaimer: Every effort has been made to ensure that all projects are error free. All the information is presented in good faith, 
however, no warranty can be given nor results guaranteed. Therefore, we assume no responsibility nor damages that may occur when  
referring to this pattern. When errors are brought to our attention, we make every effort to correct and post a revision as soon as  
possible. We suggest you check windhamfabrics.com for pattern updates and to test the pattern prior to making the project.  
Test templates first, before cutting all the pieces. Free projects are not for resale.

1/4” Seam Allowance Check
To check if your seam is accurate, cut three 
11/2” x 3” pieces from scrap fabric.
Sew the pieces together along the 3” side, using 
what you believe is a 1/4” seam.
Press away from the center piece.
Measure.
The center piece should be exactly 1” wide.

If, when you measure, the center is less than 1”, 
your seam allowance is too large. You need to 
move the needle to the right. 
If it’s more than 1”, your seam allowance is too 
small and you need to move the needle to the 
left. 
Consult your machine's owner's manual for in-
structions on moving your needle position.
Repeat this check until your center strip measures 
correctly.
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Blocks:
Make 20
1.  Use four fabric A 2” x 3” rectangles and four fabric B 2” squares to make triple triangle units us-
ing the technique sheet on page 5.  Make four units.
2.  Cut two fabric A 37/8” squares once diagonally.  Add one triangle to each unit.  Square to 31/2”.  
Make four units.

3.  Use four fabric A 25/8” x 35/8” rectangles and four fabric E 25/8” squares to make triple triangle 
units using the technique sheet on page 5.  Make four units.
4.  Cut four fabric C 37/8” squares once diagonally.  Add two triangles to each unit.  
Trim to 31/2” x 61/2”.  Make four units. 

5.  Combine the units with one fabric D 61/2” square as shown.  Square to 121/2”.  Make 20 blocks.
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10.  Add to the sides of the quilt, preparing for mitering.
11.  Stitch four fabric D 41/2” x WOF strips together in pairs.  Add to the top and bottom of the quilt, 
mitering corners.

Finishing:
12.  Layer, baste and quilt as desired.
13.  Bind with nine fabric B 21/2” x WOF strips.

Sashings:
Make 49
6.  Stitch two fabric G 11/2” x WOF strips to one fabric H 21/2” x WOF strip as shown.  Cut stripset into 
three 41/2” x 121/2” rectangles.  Make 17 stripsets and cut into a total of 49 units.
7.  Use the technique sheet on page 5 to apply quick corners to all corners of the unit.  
Trim to 41/2” x 121/2”.  Make 49 units.

Assembly:
8.  Use the assembly diagram on page 4 to combine the blocks with the fabric F 41/2” squares.

Border:
9.  Cut one fabric D 41/2” x WOF strip in half.  Add a whole strip to each end of each piece to make 
two 21/2 strip lengths.  
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Assembly Diagram
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Triple Triangle Unit
Stitch the rectangles and squares together in 
pairs.
Reverse half of the units and stitch together in 
pairs again.

Use an air disappearing fabric marker (or 
whatever will show on your fabric) to mark a 
diagonal line on the squares. (purple line)
Place the 45° line of your ruler on the drawn 
line on the square, making sure you have a 1/4" 
seam allowance on the top and cut.
Repeat on the remaining piece.

Discard the small strip in the center.
Each pair of squares/rectangles makes two 
units.

Quick Corners

Repeat as instructed in pattern.

Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of the small 
squares (black line).
Layer one square, right sides together, on top of the 
unit.
Stitch on the drawn line (red line).
Cut away excess, leaving a ¼” seam allowance.

Press triangle outward.


